9 th -12 th grade Content Objectives: Students will be able to build models of atoms that create foam board.
Vocabulary:
-Molecule -Polystryrene -Solid -Liquid -Gas
Next Generation State Standard(s):
HS-LS1-6 HS-LS1- o Styrene (C 8 H 8 ) o Styrene is created from natural gas formed by a reaction between Ethylene (C 2 H 4 ) and Benzene (C 6 H 6 ). -Provide students with these molecule structures and have them try to build the molecules on their own and discuss how they believe the molecule is structured.
Styrene
: Hydrogen
: Carbon
Ethylene Benzene -Groups can present their work to strengthen their soft skills.
Check for Understanding:
3D molecules of chemicals -Teacher answers are below.
Start with 1 at the top. Remember 1+0= 1, hence why there is a 1 below and with the box next to it.
Add the pair of two boxes to get the answer for the box below. Example 1 + 1 = 2. o Teacher answers are below.
-Students summarize their findings, once complete.
-Pascal Triangle interactive notebook (Fibonacci's numbers, triangular numbers, and binomial coefficients)
Binomial Coefficients Content Objectives: Students will be able to predict, observe, and analyze data using the Galton Board.
Language Objectives: Students will be able to use technology to support them when analyzing data.
Vocabulary:
- -Students will need their Smartphone or video camera to record and slow down a recording.
-Before students begin their observations, they will discuss predictions first.
o Do students believe they can predict the path of the beads? Why or why not? o Is it nearly impossible to predict the beads paths? Why or why not? -Students will then write down their predictions onto their Path Predictions sheet.
-Discuss how, in pairs, one student will record the beads, while one student flips the Galton Board to have the beads fall through its Pascal Triangle. -When recording, students will need to record until all beads fall and you are able to see where they fell. -After students are done recording, they will slow down the video camera and observe how the beads fall. They will pick out beads to trace their path onto their Path Predictions sheet. -Have students put their Path Predictions sheet and Galton Board aside before moving on to Part 2. Content Objectives: Students will be able to build their own Galton Board model using the knowledge they've obtain throughout this unit.
Part 2: Normal Distribution
Language Objectives: Students will be able to explain the mathematical concepts that the Galton Board reinforces.
Vocabulary:
- 
Check for Understanding:
-Students develop a Galton Board using the Engineering Design Process -In their presentations, students share how they used the Engineering Design Process and what worked and didn't work for their Galton Board. -The Galton Board, students developed, helped them to collect and analyze data. High school students were able to use the data to find standard normal distribution and symmetry.
Fill out Pascal's Triangle. Next, color code the sequence numbers and, on the line, write the equation to get to the sequence number.
Fibonacci's Numbers
Fill out Pascal's Triangle. Next, color the Triangular Numbers red and write down the Binomial Coefficients onto the line.
Binomial Coefficients and Triangular Numbers
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Bell Curve
Complete the sheet when watching, Stats: What is a "Standard Normal Distribution"? (https://bit.ly/2Hw18Kl) What are three key ideas, that come to mind, when seeing Normal Distribution? 1)
2)
3)
What are two key ideas, that come to mind, when seeing Standard Normal Distribution? 1)
2)
Example drawing of a bell-shaped curve, including the total area and symmetry locations.
Bell Curve
Complete the sheet when watching, Stats: What is a "Standard Normal Distribution"? (https://bit.ly/2Hw18Kl) What are three key ideas, that come to mind, when seeing Normal Distribution?
What are two key ideas, that come to mind, when seeing Standard Normal Distribution?
1)
